
ARE WE A GOOD FIT? 

Shy Extroverts
Laid Back/Easy Going/Drama Free
Extremely Driven
A little high strung
Energetic & Exciteable
Creative & Witty
Indecisive at times
Street Smart + a little book smart
Hard Working
Strong Minded
Messy/little unorganized
Hates being tied down
Happiest when they feel "free"
Loves a personal challenge
Likes to compete with themselves but 
not at the expense of others
Light Heartedly Competitive in Nature
Can waste time day-dreaming
Has Depth
Natural Leader or Team Player
Loves to be Entertained
Loves to laugh out loud
Hates adulting but does it anyway
Outworks their obstacles
Life is a reason, Not an excuse
Self Motivated  
Action Oriented
Experiences Depression at times
Struggled with self esteem/confidence
Night Owls
Can Lack Focus at times
Struggles with organization
Entrepreneurial  
Wants More for their life 
Loves People
Sees Potential in most things
Can sometimes be unrealistic
Sets High personal expectations
Family Focused + Loves their kids 

If you can relate to 5-10 things on this list, 
I think we will Jive well together and I 
would love to see what we could build 
together 

If there are immediate turn offs to you, 
don't be scared, opposites can attract! But 
be aware of the things that are workable & 
the things that are innate.  

Of course a list of commonality is great to SEE but 
until you actually talk to someone, connect with their 
voice, see their eyeballs and feel their spirit, it can be 
hard to make a connection. I want to jive with those I 
work with because they become my family. That 
camaraderie is key in building a thriving business 
where people help people so feel free to reach out! 
Let's chat!
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I  ge neral ly  j i ve  wth...

The best way to get to know someone is 
reach out and chat. Fortunately for you, 
you can totally creep my social media and 
get a GREAT feel for who I am before you 
decide if working together is for you or 
not. On Instagram @coachjace 
FB.COM/coachjace


